528	THE LAW OF MOVABLES
True     It is submitted that the true principle deducible from the
tote authorities is a very simple one, namely: Is the creditor subject
hether to the English bankruptcy law or is he not? If he is subject
sbfecYto to the jurisdiction of the English Court of Bankruptcy, he is
U English liable to refund what he has recovered abroad; if not subject to
bankruptcy ^   jurisdiction he is immune from liability, unless, of course,
jurisdiction	J	•       1      i        1	t»         i	i      i	•      •
he seeks to prove in the bankruptcy.1 But though the principle
submitted is a simple one, its defect perhaps is the difficulty of
defining with precision what is meant by subjection to the
English bankruptcy jurisdiction. According to the doctrine of
effectiveness, jurisdiction can in general be exercised against
any person upon whom, owing to his presence in England, a
writ of summons can be served. It may be asked, therefore,
whether a creditor, who has obtained payment in full abroad of
a debt due to him from an English bankrupt and who is at the
moment in England, can be sued for refundment by the trustee
on the ground that his presence here renders him amenable to
the jurisdiction. This argument is untenable. It is bankruptcy
jurisdiction, not jurisdiction in general, that has to be con-
sidered. It is the time of receipt of payment, not the time of the
action for refundment, that is material. If bankruptcy jurisdic-
tion cannot be exercised against a debtor, despite his presence
in England, unless one of the conditions specified in section 4
(i) (<£) of the Act2 is true of him, it would seem to follow that
the jurisdiction cannot be exercised against a creditor unless the
same conditions are applicable to him at the time when he
receives the payment. Logically, it is difficult to believe that
the court possesses a wider jurisdiction over a creditor than over
a debtor against whom an adjudication order is sought.3
4. Administration in bankruptcy
Lexfori We have already noticed that a foreigner is entitled to prove
governs jn an English bankruptcy even though the debt which he
claims was contracted abroad. He is, however, in exactly the
same position as English creditors with regard to all matters
that concern the administration of the estate. The duty of the
trustee is to distribute the estate among all creditors, whether
English or foreign, but all questions arising in connexion with
1	For the position in the Americas see Nadelmann, 96 Pennsylvania Law
Review y 171 etseqq.
2	Supra, p. 512.
3	Blom-Cooper, op. cit., pp. 130 et seqq. For a general discussion of the
question, see Dicey, pp. 693-6.

